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Battle for the Best Couples 1 Season Information Season No. 1 Place Unknown Season Running October 15 - November 5, 2019 No. Episodes 10 Host Jordan Rogers and JoJo Fletcher Prize Pool $100,000 Winners Starring Season Timeline Previous N/A Next TBA Gallery Battle of the Strongest Pairs 1 () is the 1st season of Battle of the Best Couples. It originally aired on the 15th of October 2019 and
ended with the release of all episodes on November 5, 2019. Content Show Description Of the Battle of the Fittest Couple I takes 12 fiercely competitive, athletic couples go head-to-head to test their stamina, agility and strength for the title Fittest Couple and the $100,000 grand prize. CastEdit FormatEdit Each team participates in numerous major events, followed by the qualifying round - Cage of Fury.
The winning team of each call is immune from entering the fury cage, while the finisher for the last place automatically goes to the Fury Cage. The winning pair also gets the right to select a team that will face the last-place finisher in Rage Cage. The team that wins the qualifying round returns to the game and has a shot at the $100,000 prize, while the losing team is eliminated from the game. Money for
finalists shares as follows: Twists Edit Game SummaryEdit Elimination ChartEd Episode Force Rage Cage Contestants Rage Cage Game Rage Cage Exodus ' Challenges Last Place Team Winners' Winning Team Winning Team 1 Towing Team Ryann 'Tyler Rye' Michael Erin ' Jordan Long Distance Relationships Heavens ' Michael Erin Jordan What Adam and Brittany John - Simone 4 Brush Off zack and
Jonna Knight - Jamie Adam - Brittany Breakdown Adam and Brittany Knight - Jamie 5 Open Hands Wes - Teresa Leroy - Nia Bananas - Nani Snning Leroy and Jenna Johnny - Avery Leroy - Nia Connecting Leroy - Nia Johnny - Avery 8 Speed Dating Leroy and Nia Jordan Brawl Leroy and Nia Vesia - Theresa 10/11 Don't Let Me Jordan - Sarah Leroy and Nia Bananas - Nani X-Battle Leroy - Teresa
Bananas - Nani 11/12 Final Challenge Jordan - Sarah 2nd Place : Leroy and Teresa; 3rd place: Jay &amp; Jenna* Notes: Dome ProgressEdit Teams Episodes 1 2 3 4 5 6/7 7 8 9/10 10/11 Finale Heaven &amp; Michael RAGE CAGE SAFE WIN SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE DOME WIN WIN WINNERS Ryann &amp; Tyler WIN SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE THIRD Bananas &amp;
Nany SAFE WIN SAFE SAFE OUT SAFE OUT Leroy &amp; Nia SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE DOME SAFE DOME WIN DOME DQ Wes &amp; Theresa WIN SAFE SAFE SAFE WIN WIN SAFE OUT Зак - Jonna SAFE SAFE SAFE WIN SAFE SAFE SAFE OUT Джонни - Авери SAFE DOME SAFE SAFE SAFE DOME' OUT Адам - Бретань DOME SAFE DOME DOME SAFE OUT Knight - Jemmye SAFE
SAFE SAFE OUT John Шаблон:Colorbox Команда не выиграла окончательный вызов. Pattern: The Colorbox Team failed to finish the final challenge and finished third, but was disqualified and did not receive any money because it did not finish. Pattern:Colorbox Team won the Power Couple mission and put another team in the Dome. Pattern:The Colorbox Team was not selected to enter the dome.
Pattern:Colorbox Team won in the dome. Pattern: The Colorbox Team lost in the dome, was sent to battle EX-iled, and then was finally eliminated during the Battle of ex-iled. Pattern:Colorbox contestant was suspended from the competition due to illness, so his/her partner was also expelled. Pattern:Colorbox Contestant was disqualified from the contest, but his/her partner later received a replacement
teammate in the dome. Trivia Edit The entire season was released on the Paramount website and app, also on demand, on November 5, when the fourth episode would have been airing otherwise. Episode GuideEdit Episode Air Date Viewers 1 October 15 October 22 October 22 October 29 October 4 November 5 N/A 5 November 5 November N/A 6 November 5 November N/A 7 November 5 N/A 8
November 5 Th N/A 9 November 5 N/A 10 November 5 N / A Bachelor Couple JoJoJo and Jordan Rogers a reality show where 12 sports couples competed for the $100,000 grand prize. The show premiered on October 15, 2019. Three episodes later, it stopped broadcasting on television, and the remaining episodes were available on the Internet or YouTube. The future of the show is uncertain at this
time. Joe Joe Fletcher and Jordan Rogers Steven Ferdman Couple Who Competed on The Show Still Together? Andy Rodriguez and Christina Stewart (Rodriguez) Online Trainers based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida the couple returned home early in the competition but returned after a family emergency eliminated the promising couple. Unfortunately, the injury in the rage cage sent them packing for the
second and final time. A few weeks after the show ended, the couple announced that they were secretly married and she took his last name. A week later, they bought a new house together. The couple currently live with their two-year-old dog, and Christina runs an active YouTube channel with more than 41,000 subscribers, in which Andy makes frequent appearances. Tony Cello and Nicole Cairns Gym
owners based in Casselberry, Florida Young Guns did well in the competition, even pulling out a few trouble wins before the intense Fury Cage eliminated them. Nowadays, the fit couple are still together and lately their fifth anniversary in December 2019. Blake Chastain and Talia Smith's X-Ray technologist and salesman based in Dalton, Georgia The sports pair performed well in the competition until
another couple targeted them because of Tayla's bullying. Georgia-based swole mates found themselves at the bottom due to a weak performance and couldn't pull out a Rage Cage win by sending them home. For now, the two are presumably still together as they both enjoy and comment on each other's Instagram photos and follow each other. Blake recently posted from Tennessee and Hawaii, and
Tayla didn't seem to be with him. Jareth Campisi and Christina Khalil Youtubers based in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania track-and-field the pair established themselves as viable threats when they won the Rage Cage elimination while sick, and Christina survived all the guys in the challenge where they had to hold on to the rope suspended over the lake. They made it to the final but couldn't bounce the
medicine ball into the dodgy, eliminating the pair in third place. After the show, the couple moved to California, adopted two cats and continued their careers on YouTube. The pair's channels boast almost a million subscribers combined. YouTubers like the message about cars and motorcycles with Christina's channel including vlogs and workout content. Jordan Dugger and Erin Diamond Internet coaches
based in Columbus, Ohio scheming the couple didn't last long at home as they came in overconfident and couldn't pull out the win. Shortly after the battle for the best couples stopped going on the air, Jordan proposed to Erin. They currently host the Flow State of Mind podcast and founded a mentoring program for online fitness trainers called Impact Fitness Coaching Academy, or IFCA. The business duo
recently bought a house together where they live with their three dogs. Christina Jauch and Josh Reyes sales directors based in Tampa, Florida Big and High couple got up to bullying and sent Blake and Tayla packing in an epic elimination. While many thought they could win the season, the unexpected death of Josh's family sent the packing couple premature. Between March 2019 and October 2019, the
couple decided to break up. He started dating someone else in November 2019, and they attended an electronic dance music concert, EDC. Coincidentally, Christina also went to EDC, where she seemingly worked as a bartender. Katie and Luther Freeman's celebrity trainers based in Windermere, Florida fit the pair didn't do well in the contest as Luther got injured early in the game. They then decided to
leave rather than compete in the elimination round and potentially hurt themselves more. Celebrity coaches are still married, and Luther recently competed in a celebrity basketball game in Orlando. He also published that the late basketball legend Kobe Bryant agreed to speak on Luther's upcoming podcast before his untimely death. Kyle and Shay Cameron sales manager and hairdresser based
Sacramento, California After Winning Four Four of the possible nine problems and at least two Rage Cage exceptions, the competitive couple took home the top prize. They married in November 2018, almost a year before the Battle of the Fittest Couples aired, and Shay became the great stepmother of son Kyle. They are currently selling fitness clothes and traveling as a family. Matthew (Matthew
Micheletti) and Usher (Ashley Cottrell) Turia Yoga and Meditation Teachers based in Pahoa, HI Married Couple Yoga first led two competitors to victory in The Rage Cage, leading meditation for them. After Kyle and Shay's throw in elimination, Matt and Ash became the main targets. They couldn't pull him out in a cage of rage, barely missing the final. Known as a yoga couple, Mat and Ash are now hosting
yoga retreats and writing books about the healing nature of yoga. Michael Sayasith and Sky Yasmeen Male Artist and Aesthetics based in Charlotte, North Carolina fit couple union with Kyle and Shay led them away in the competition but knocked them out in The Cage to advance to the final. After their loss, Michael proposed to Heaven, who enthusiastically agreed. However, in late 2019 or early 2020, the
couple called it a layoff. It's unclear why they broke up, but Heaven moved to California, where she works as a fitness model, while Michael stayed in North Carolina. Rhavie Robbie Marino and Jessica Stauffer Private Trainers based in Maui, HI Couple lasted throughout the competition without even getting nominated for Rage Cage. However, they lost in the final challenge to Kyle and Shay, finishing
second. The couple did not post much together but still follow, and as pictures of each other, so it is assumed they are still together. Tyler James and Ryann Murphy Actors/models based in Los Angeles, California The couple became an early target because of Ryann's perceived flirtation behavior that alienates them from multiple couples. After several elimination victories, they could not accept the defeat
of Kyle and Shay and were eliminated until the final. While social media influencers rarely post together because of their brands, they are still dating. Ryann has the name Tyler in her Instagram biography, and the two recently vacationed in Singapore. Battle of The Fittest Couples Season 2 has not been confirmed as yet. More. battle of the fittest couples winner. battle of the fittest couples season 2. battle
of the fittest couples cast. battle of the fittest couples watch online. battle of the fittest couples season 1. battle of the fittest couples wiki. battle of the fittest couples cancelled. battle of the fittest couples winner 2019
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